
New Board Game Cafés 
Abilities (11 cards)
Neko Café (7): At the end of the game, if 
you can collect one board game, one 
meal, one Wi-Fi icon, one employee, and 
one storefront, receive 6 coins.

Calling My Spirit (8): At the end of the 
game, receive 3 coins for every 2-coin 
spot in your action tile with an action 
disc.

Meeple Guard (9): When the game ends, 
receive 2 coins plus 1 coin for each 
standard or upgraded board game and 
each standard or upgraded meal card.

Vintage Board Game Café (10): Whenev-
er you get an employee card in either 
phase, receive an extra action disc.  At 
the end of the game, you do not have to 
pay salaries to any of your employees.

Spielwiese (11): At the end of the game, 
you receive 3 coins for every upgraded 
board game in your store area and 
among your action tiles.  

Silver Future (12): At the end of the 
game, you receive 3 coins for every 
upgraded meal in your store area and 
among your action tiles.

 
Quality Beast (13): At the end of the 
game, you receive 2 coins for every board 
game space among your action tiles with 
an action disc.

Taiwan Board Game Café (14): At the end 
of the game, receive up to two times 
coins based on your store capacity. 

For example, 
your store 
capacity 
upgraded to 
level 5. Then 
you can get 4 coins (2x2=4). 
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Additional Objective 
Cards (7 cards)

During setup, shuffle all the objective 
cards and draw and place 2 objective 
cards in the center of the table.  The first 
player to meet the objective receives 5 
coins.  If multiple players are first to 
meet the objective simultaneously, they 
will all receive 5 coins.  Any other players 
who meet the objective later on will 
receive 2 coins. 

Description of Objectives:

01 Branch Out: In the Store 
Opening Phase, increase your 
capacity by 4.

02 New Titles from Essen Spiel: In the 
Store Opening Phase, hold any 2 odd 
numbered board game cards (e.g., 1 and 
5)

KICKSTARTER Café (15): At the start of 
the game, receive 1 action tile. At the end 
of the game, you receive 3 coins for every 
upgraded storefront in your store area.

Nice Game Shop (16): At the end of the 
game, you receive 3 coins for every 
mystery customer space among your 
action tiles with an action disc.

Wood Game Café (★): During store 
opening phase, If you have highest rank 
or lowest rank whenever resolving the 
turn order, you receive 2 coins.

Level 4 Customer Cards 
(5 cards)
Add those cards to basic 
game or you can use them 
on any variant rules as you 
wish just like other 
customer cards.
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Store Manager 
expansion

Components
6 Store manager tokens

Game Setup
After finishing the setup, start from the 
last player and follow in the counter-
clockwise order, each player takes turns 
to choose a store manager token. Take 
the corresponding starting reward 
indicated on the token.

Gameplay
01 Preparation Phase

When purchasing a card from the 
market, the players place their store 
manager token above the marketplace 
token and purchase the corresponding 
card. After all the players have placed 
their store manager token and purchased 
a card, refill the market according to the 
basic rules. The new turn order for the 
next round is based on the place of store 
manager tokens, and the order goes from 
right to left in the marketplace.

Again, when the next round starts, the 
starting player purchases a card and 
places their store manager token beneath 
the marketplace token of that card. Other 
players follow in the same way purchas-
ing a card and placing their store 
manager token.

03 Pastry Chef: In the Store Opening 
Phase, hold any 2 meal cards that are 
consecutively numbered (e.g., 4 and 5)

04 Senior Sales Manager: In the Store 
Opening Phase, hold 7 action discs 
(regardless of whether you use them or 
not).

05 Network Acceleration: In the Store 
Opening Phase, hold 2 Wi-Fi cards with 
value 3 or greater.

06 Software and Hardware: In the Store 
Opening Phase, hold all 5 different types 
of game cards.

07 Popular Board Game Café:  In the 
Store Opening Phase, win 3 rounds. 
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In the next round, place the store 
manager tokens above the marketplace 
tokens. To avoid confusion, place the 
store manager tokens in alternative 
order from round to round.

02 Store Opening Phase

During the Store 
Opening phase, players 
can exchange their store 
manager token for 3 
action discs. Return the 
store manager token to the game box 
after using it. 

End of Game Scoring

Players receive 3 coins if they didn’t use 
their store manager token by the end of 
the game. 

Starting rewards:

01 Gain 3 action discs.
02 Gain 2 coins. 
03 Draw a customer card from any 
customer deck. 
04 Increase your store area capacity by 1. 
05 Gain 1 Wi-Fi icon. 
06 Take a faceup action tile from the 
supply and add it to your play area. 

Note: Players can decide not to use the 
function of store manager token, but use 
them as turn order indicator.  

Note: If the coins are 
insufficient after adding the 
expansion, just add all the 
3 coin tokens to the game. 
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Turn order for this round

After choosing the card they want.

Lisa Mike Jennifer

Mike Lisa Jennifer

1st player2nd player3rd player

1st player2nd player3rd player

Turn order for next round

Example: Turn order is always from right 
most to left most player. It’s easily to 
distinguish who’s turn it is when using the 
tokens. You can also use store card in base
game. See rulebook page 9 for more 
information. 
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